Welcome to heroic mode my dear Battalians!

HEROIC MODE

Recently somebody told me that our heroes are not heroic enough and here we are with a free solution... This sentence is maybe
partially true, but only on the surface and it concerns mainly the basic game... Our heroes were of course very heroic in “ancient
times” as the development of this game started, but since then we are continuously trying to simplify the rules (a bit here and a bit
there, so the heroes made no exception) in order to make the entrance level of this game more accessible for everybody. At least in
the core version, since it is already complex enough through the multi-layered, multi-mechanics “game engine”. This optional mode
is made to show you how Battalia was more or less originally designed (with some new upgrades and changes of course) and it will
give you a bunch of new perspectives on the gameplay and your strategical decisions, but it is not recommended for newbies :) ...
Heroic mode includes following aspects and changes:

INCREASED DIFFICULTY AT START
Neutral Cities
Basic Defense Level

Ruins Guards
Basic Strength

When we play heroic, we need more challenges, right..? So let’s start with alternative setup, which is similar to the basic game,
only with increased difficulty level of all neutral and universal tokens. The starting position of all cities remains the same, only
players use the “6” side of the neutral city tokens, thus making their defensive strength 6 instead of 4.
Important: after annexing a neutral city during the game, the player should exchange the neutral token with a standard 4th. level
faction token, which still counts as 4 VP.
The defensive strength of the ruins guards is set to 10 instead of 8. All other SET UP rules remain the same as in the basic game.

SIMULTANEOUS ATTACKS WITH ALL YOUR HEROES
The second important improvement is that every player could attack from now on with all his heroes simultaneously, if they
are concentrated on the same square (terrain card) of the board. In the basic rules only the defender was able to choose, how many
heroes to use in the battle (if able, of course, they should be presented on the battle square of the board). From now on the attacker
has the same option to choose to involve both his heroes in the battle, if they are on the same square. This is not an automatic action
and the player has to declare loud an clear his attacking intentions. Potentially the heroes may have higher battle strength (see
below), but also this option carries higher risk in case of a defeat, since the player would lose all participating heroes.
Important note when playing with Unbound Buff in heroic mode: If you hired Unbound Buff for a week, the mercenary leader
is considered one of your heroes during that time, so you could use it for all attacking and defending purposes like your normal
heroes. Theoretically you could attack with 3 heroes simultaneously on the same spot, with tripled moral (3 heroes x 1, if the moral
condition is fulfilled) during the first 2 weeks of the game or with extremely increased battle strength after that (see below).

ENTERING (POWERFUL) HEROIC MODE
Both changes above are directly applicable after the start of game, if you consider to play heroic mode in general... But to make
real use of it, we will add one more improvement and one additional condition. The real improvement is that you could use every
hero in play with increased moral bonus in battle of 4 instead of 1 after the second week in the game. The general moral bonus
condition is exactly the same like in the basic game (all of the cards in the battle line have to belong to the same faction), but we will
add a secondary condition for entering heroic mode. After the end of the second week in the game and just before turning the inner
wheel of the Oracle in its starting position (both tool symbols of the Oracle vanes on 12 o’clock) we need a short break of the standard
gameplay - we will call it from now on weekly check point. At this moment every player has to count all cards in his creation deck
- all cards in his hand, nation, shelter, ambush slots and tents (if present in his playing area) - and declare their number loud. All
players who are possessing at least 20 cards in their creation decks are allowed to enter (powerful) heroic mode and to attack and
defend with moral bonus of 4 per hero. The reason behind this is pretty obvious and simple - every nation needs time to grow and
develop and after certain amount of time is logical to check if one players nation is “big and strong“ enough to give its heroes more
confidence, technically represented through the increased moral strength in battle. But every player hast to be cautious and keep
an eye on his creation deck “thickness”, since the minimum size of 20 cards will be controlled on a weekly base from now on in the
game. Between two weekly check points it is allowed to have as many cards as every player wishes in his deck (even less than 20),
but nevertheless he is allowed to make use of the increased bonus... But when the time comes for controlling the current status, the
player has to fulfill this additional condition in order to stay in (powerful) heroic mode. Otherwise (size of creation deck is below 20
cards) he is no more considered in heroic mode and could only make use of simultaneous attacks and defenses with all of his heroes,
but only at the standard level of +1 moral bonus.
To mark their status “being in heroic mode right now” and for better visualization of it, players could use the 4 faction metal
pendants (KS extra add-on not included in the CEdition - they will be available again on the upcoming big expansion KS campaign
in September 2016) or use temporary the time markers for this purpose. Special heroic mode tokens will be probably available
through the first big expansion campaign.
The ability to play in (powerful) heroic mode is an option which also contributes to our new anti “super-slim-deck” concepts
and offers a variety of powerful deck building strategies. This free game mode is very well compatible with the upcoming KING &
QUEEN concept and the herbalist BILKARR from the new expansion BATTALIA: The Stormgates, which also tolerate the building of
larger decks (more than 20 cards) and will secure the re-playability of your games in the Battalia Universe through different modes.
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INTERCEPTION - EXPERIMENTAL BETA MODE
- This experimental mode is not recommended for less experienced players, since it involves a lot of interactions and in-depth
knowledge of the game terms and rules and very good understanding of more complex game situations.
In this mode heroes are able to intercept each other. This means that one players hero(es) is (are) able to attack another players
hero(es) during the opponents turn(s). In other words this means more interaction on the board, because now theoretically players
are able to attack during someone else’s turn and don’t have to wait for the beginning of their own turn to be active. Now you have
to be more concentrated on other players actions during the whole time fellows :) !!!
To intercept another hero means to attack him first and try to stop him while he is passing by your hero/army, and try to
overcome him/destroy his plans through surprising first-attack. The main condition for those actions is as always the same - both
heroes have to be on the same terrain or city card. On the other hand the main difference is that heroes are no more passive figures
on the board, who could be easily avoided. Playing this mode you are able to “guard” with your heroes some road connection to your
important cities or you could guard (combined with the powerful heroic mode) the cities directly, taking all key-positions and leaving
heroes to guard them (at least the most important or those in obvious danger).
Building roads on the map in a specific pattern has now even more strategical importance, since if you accomplish for example a
defensive goal to build as few entries to “your territories” as possible, you will be able to guard them with ease. In the extreme case
that you make only one main entry, you will have one hero to guard and one free hero to conquer :) How interception works exactly?
Every time when the active player tries to pass by one or more of other players’ heroes during his turn, he is obliged to make
a “pit-stop” and ask if the second player is willing (or able) to intercept him. “Able” means of course to have a weapon in hand (in
ambush or in a tent), otherwise he will not be able to interception. The short asking is a mandatory action, because only this way
players will avoid chaos on the table and “misinterpretations” of opponents behavior :) ... The player which is standing on the way of
the first player should answer loud and reveal his intentions. There are only two options - first one is to let the hero pass by (or stay
on the same card, if this was his intention) and the second is to intercept him. Interception is also possible on a terrain or city card
where the movement of a certain hero ends, no matter what kind of intentions he could have - further attack or only stopping by - if
another player’s hero is present at that moment on the same spot he is always allowed to act (with other words attack first). If there
are figures of more than one player on the way of the moving hero, staying on the same square, then the first opponent clockwise
has the opportunity to intercept first. Only after he passes, or makes an unsuccessful attempt to intercept it is the next player’s turn
to try to intercept the moving hero and so on.
Important: in terms of Battalia game rules INTERCEPTION means always ATTACK! The one who intercepts is always considered
the attacking player, his opponent - the defender. This is very important to understand, because sometimes somebody will try to
reach your city with the obvious intent to attack it, but if you decide to intercept him first, you will be considered an attacker, since at
least officially you showed aggression first and declared your intentions. Even if this happens on the card with your own city, which
you are trying to guard from invasion, this would make no difference - interception is always considered first act of aggression and
respectively counts always as an attack in terms of gameplay....
After INTERCEPTION follows more or less normal battle according to the standard game rules. Both players may declare if they
are going to make use of cards in ambush. The interceptor makes this as a first step of his attack. This means that he is even allowed
to use a potential weapon card put in ambush to start the interception attack, if he decides to raise his ambush cards. But anyway
even only to gain some additional strength in battle, he is allowed to do so... Then he has to play always a weapon card and fulfill
the condition for successful attack (more initial total strength in the attacker’s line than the basic defense strength of the defender).
After that the defender declares if he is going to raise his ambush cards and makes use of this option or not. Then the battle follows
its usual flow. At the end of this battle both sides have to fill up their hands up to 6 cards.
And this is the most tricky part, since that way not only the defender has the right to fill his exhausted hand, but the actual
attacker too, because he was interceptor not in his turn, and he has to start his following turn with a complete hand of 6 cards
according to the game rules. This actually means that some players will be able to play double, triple or even more attacks during
the same day and on the first glance this may seem a bit unbalanced or unfair, but... Please don’t forget that everybody is allowed to
act in the same manner, so in the long run all odds should be equal. On the other hand the intercepted player is allowed to continue
his turn with his newly refreshed hand. But we admit that this is in some ways a very tricky and partially really complex art of
playing, that’s why we are offering that only for advanced players and for now only in experimental BETA mode. We will continue
to test it and will probably publish an official version later Online. Until this happens your opinion is as always highly appreciated.
We will gather all interesting suggestions during the whole summer and update from time to time our web site with new versions.
Probably this will happen after campaign’s end in early October, because now our fully serious intention is to complete the 5-6
player expansion and the huge pile of stretch goals NPC’s and all complementary rules connected with them.

RETREAT FROM INTERCEPTION
It is always possible to flee from a battle, before it occurs, according to the standard rules. Retreat is very useful especially when
an opponent misunderstood another players “peaceful” intention “just to pass by” and he was set under attack through interception
by mistake. If you want to make gameplay harder, play by the following rule (it is actually more appropriate for this advanced mode):
(Hard) retreat is only possible, when the player is able to play exactly 3 supply cards or a horse artefact in order to flee from the
battle field. Retreat location is strongly defined at exactly 3 cards away, following depicted roads and ending the movement on a
neutral terrain (no other opponents heroes or cities should be present on the card, where the retreat intends to end).
Important: no interceptions are allowed during retreat from interception. In order to avoid player’s insanity no chain reactions
are possible - keep calm and stay cool :) ! In this case the fleeing hero is considered always skilled enough to avoid further danger.
Send your feedback or new/original ideas to: battalia@fantasmagoria.bg, we always appreciate that. Thanks fellow Battalians!
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